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ENCLOSURE 2

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

REGION IV

Inspection Report: 50-445/96-06
50-446/96-06

Licenses: NPF-87
NPF-89

Licensee: TU Electric
Energy Plaza |

1601 Bryan Street, 12th Floor
Dallas, Texas I

l

Facility Name: Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2 |
Inspection At: Glen Rose, Somervell County, Texas

Inspection Conducted: March 31 through May 11, 1996

Inspectors: A. T. Gody, Jr., Senior Resident Inspector
Division of Reactor Projects

H. A. Freeman, Resident Inspector
Division of Reactor Projects

V. L. Ordaz-Purkey, Resident Inspector
Division of Reactor Projects

d i

Approved: Cj%- / JtL to, \ 9 %4
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Inspection Summary

Areas Inspected (Units 1 and 2): Routine, announced inspection of plant
operations, maintenance, surveillance, engineering, and plant support;
maintenance followup; licensee event report followup; and reactive,
unannounced prompt onsite inspection in response to a Unit 1 event.

Results (Units 1 and 2): )
|

Operations j

The inspectors determined that Train A of the Unit 1 auxiliary feedwater*

system was in good material condition and properly aligned for standby
operation. Operators were knowledgeable of the design and procedural

!
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requirements of the system and were appropriately trending the injection
line pipe temperatures to monitor the effects of a leaking check valve
(Section 3.1).

| Unit 2 Operators promptly identified and responded to a loss of normal.

reactor vessel level indication during a vacuum fill from just above '

midloop. The inspectors concluded that the troubleshooting to determine
| the cause of the loss of normal indication was good. An unresolved item
| was opened related to the associated configuration management issue
'

(Section 3.2).
|

|
'

The licensee identified a weld crack in a Unit I common safety injection*

system header and determined that a controlled plant shutdown was
required by Technical Specification 3.0.3. The inspectors concluded

! that the operators effectively controlled the downpower and that the
licensee's decision to perform the safety injection system repairs while
still in Mode I during the downpower was permitted by plant Technical
Specifications (Section 3.3).

Maintenance

The inspectors found that a Unit 2 conoseal repair was performed by -e
i knowledgeable contractors with proper consideration for radiological

controls. The inspectors identified a notable deformation in the old
seal, which the licensee later concluded may be indicative of a-generic
problem. An inspection followup item was opened to follow resolution of
the potential generic issue (Section 5.2).

Engineerina
i

; The inspectors found that the licensee's system health process was ;
*

comprehensive and appeared to be a useful tool for the licensee. Since
'-

'

the process had only been recently implemented, its effectiveness was !
'

|- not evaluated (Section 6.1).

The licensee found that the new Unit 2, Train B safety injection pump*

! curves did not meet the emergency core cooling system flow criteria in
some analyses. The inspectors determined that the licensee's subsequent

| engineering evaluation was complete, concise, and used conservative
assumptions. The licensee concluded that the pump was operable
(Section 6.2).

.

'

The licensee installed a new digital main feedwater pump control system*

in Unit 2. The inspectors found that the licensee's design modification
and postinstallation test plan was thorough, with one exception. During
postinstallation testing, the inspector also found that licensee |

.

personnel successfully identified and corrected design problems
associated with the overspeed test circuit (Section 6.3).

!
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lhe licensee appropriately reviewed NRC Bulletin 96-02, " Movement ofe

Heavy Loads over Spent Fuel, over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or over |

Safety-Related Equipment," prior to replacing a reactor coolant pump
motor in Unit 2 (Section 6.4).

Reactor engineering performed a thorough review and appropriately.

considered NRC Bulletin 96-01, " Control Rod Insertion Problems," prior
to performing Unit I rod drop testing (Section 6.5).

The engineering heater drain system study was a thorough and accurate*
i

evaluation of the current heater drain system which provided well
thought out alternatives to licensee management (Section 6.6).

Operations personnel requested that a Unit 2 pressurizer steam spacee

sample line leak be reviewed for generic implications. As a result, the |
licensee identified a potential generic issue associated with the use of
plastic flange inserts whose design is to prevent corrosion between two

idissimilar metal flanges. The plastic inserts softened under high heat I

applications and the resultant loss of preload on the flange bolts I
resulted in a leak (Section 6.7). |

l

The inspectors evaluated the licensee's immediate response to the 1e

generic plastic insert issue and determined that for both units the
licensee removed all plastic inserts installed in high temperature
containment isolation applications. Licensee personnel determined that,
while remaining installations were degraded, the predicted leakage

4

associated with potential failure was within the accident analysis. An |
unresolved item was opened to follow long-term resolution of the issue ;

(Section 6.7).

Plant Support

The inspectors identified three instances where licensee personnel did )e

not comply with the requirements of a Unit 1 radiation work permit. The
Ifailure to comply with the requirements of the radiation work permit was

a violation of Technical Specification 6.11.1 (Sections 5.1 and 7.1).

The inspectors noted that the Unit 2 postrefueling outage coolant*

activity levels had decreased. The licensee attributed this decrease to
the removal of a leaking fuel assembly during the last outage 1

(Section 7.3). |

The inspectors noted during routine tours that a variety of plant Ie

support activities were being effectively implemented. Physical locking
requirements were met. Equipment, radiological areas, and notices to
workers were posted in accordance with the regulatory requirements. I

Protected area and vital area barriers were maintained effectively;
i

protected area illumination levels and the use of temporary lighting '

under temporary equipment was appropriate. Isolation zones were kept

1
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free of objects, were clearly marked, and were to be adequately
monitored. Personnel access controls were in.accordance with procedural
requirements. .The use of transient combustible and fire door permits
was appropriate (Sections 7.2, 7.4, and 7.5).

Summary of Inspection Findings:

Unresolved Item 446/9606-01 was opened (Section 3.2).e

Violation 446/9606-02 was opened (Sections 5.1 and 7.1).*
I

|
| Inspection Followup Item 446/9606-03 was opened (Section 5.2).*
r

Unresolved Item 445/9606-04; 446/9606-04 was opened (Section 6.7).*

One noncited violation was identified (Section 8.1).*

Inspection Followup Item 445/9602-04 was closed (Section 8.1).*

Violation 445/9504-01 was closed (Section 8.2).*

1

Licensee Event Reports 445/95-006, 445/96-001, 445/96-002, 445/96-006,*

and 446/96-004 were closed (Section 9).

Attachment:

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*
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DETAILS

1 PLANT STATUS

Unit 1 began the report period in Mode 1 at 100 percent power. On April 10,
the licensee discovered a crack in a safety injection pipe weld and began a
controlled shutdown. On April 11, the crack repairs were complete at
approximately 10 percent power. During the subsequent power increase, a valve
failure in the plant heater drains system at about 25 percent power required

,
the licensee to shut down the plant. During the plant shutdown, a rod control

| system malfunction culminated in operators manually tripping the reactor. On

April 13, the licensee restarted the unit. Unit I reached 100 percent power
on April 16 and remained at approximately 100 percent power for the remainder,

of the report period.
!

|
Unit 2 began the report period in Mode 5 near the completion of its second ,

refueling outage. On April 8, the unit entered Mode 4. On April 11, a' ,

; reactor coolant pump motor failed. On April 14, Unit 2 was returned to Mode 5
'

to replace the motor. By May 7, the motor was replaced and Unit 2 entered'

i Mode 1 and synchronized to the grid. Seven hours later the licensee found
that the main transformer cooling oil pump and fan breakers had been :

inadvertently left open, causing the transformer to slightly overheat. At the j
end of the report period, Unit 2 was operating at 80 percent power.

2 PROMPT ONSITE RESPONSE TO EVENTS AT OPERATING POWER REACTORS (93702)

| On-April 11, a Unit I heater drain tank level control valve, Valve l_-LV-2592, !
' developed a leak which could not.be repaired with the unit operating.

Operators drove in the control rods to perform a rapid shutdown. At
approximately 30 percent power, the rod control system malfunctioned. The
operators manually tripped the reactor.

The inspector. responded to the site and verified that the plant was stable.
The inspector noted that the plant was in Mode 3 with all rods fully inserted.
Other than the rod control system failure, all systems functioned as expected
during the transient. The rod control system failure was caused by a failure

'of the bank overlap unit, which was repaired by the licensee.'

The licensee stated that the heater drain tank level control valve leak was
caused by a waterhammer in the heater drain system. They stated that the
waterhammer was most likely caused by starting the system up with portions of
the system voided and still hot. Licensee personnel stated that they had
never before restored the heater drain system to service while still hot.
They stated that they revised the procedures necessary to prevent future water

L hammer from this cause.

|
|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
._ _ .
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The inspector reviewed the licensee's posttrip data and logs and noted that
operators had used the appropriate abnonnal operating procedures. and emergency
operating procedures. The licensee made the appropriate notifications in a i

'timely manner.

The inspector toured the unit and noted that several system engineers were ;

walking down their systems. No significant leaks or damage were noted, other :
than the leak from Valve 1-LV-2592.

! ,
' '

3 PLANT OPERATIONS (71707)

3.1 Plant Tours ;

i
3.1.1 Unit 1 - Auxiliary Feedwater System Walkdown

The inspector performed a walkdown of the Unit 1, Train A, auxiliary feedwater,

i system using the guidance provided in NRC Inspection Procedure 71707. The
'

! inspector verified that the as-built system configuration and valve lineup
| matched plant drawings, system operating procedures, and design bases

documents.
,

The inspector noted that plant equipment was in good condition. Valves did
not leak externally. Valve stems were lubricated and free of observable

! defects with their handwheels installed. Valve packing gland followers
appeared to be properly installed, not interfering with the operation of the
valve stems. Air-operated valves and pneumatic tubing connections did not

|~ leak. Hangers and supports appeared to be properly configured and in good
| condition. Auxiliary feedwater pump oiler levels were proper and motor air
i filters were clean. Floor drains were clean.and free of debris. Pump

mechanical seal leakage was normal.

| The inspector found that the system operating procedure-(50P-304A, " Auxiliary-
| Feedwater System") specified the proper valves to be locked and that the in-

plant configuration matched the system valve lineup.

The inspector noted that the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump discharge
piping to Steam Generator 1-02 was hot from the auxiliary feedwater common
pipe to the first check valve, Valve 1-AF-0078. The hot piping was indicative
of back-flow through the check valve from the feedwater piping. In extreme
cases this back-flow can overheat the containment penetration, cause void
formation in the piping, or cause the auxiliary feedwater pump to be steam

,

bound. The inspector noted that, although the pipe was hot, his hand could be j

held on the pipe indefinitely, indicating that the leakage rate was small and |

the temperature was significantly less than boiling. The inspector concluded
the back-flow was not an immediate concern.r

The inspector noted that the auxiliary feedwater check valves on both units
have a history of leakage which have been documented in a number of NRC j

'

inspection reports and Operation, Notification, and Evaluation Forms. The
'

:

j licensee's plans for replacing the check valves were previously discussed in !

!

_ _

;
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|
NRC Inspection Report 50-445/94-24; 50-446/94-24. The inspector questioned !
engineering management on their current schedule for replacement of the Borg- ',

Warner swing check valve with the Enertech nozzle check valve. The licensee
indicated that they would be replacing the Borg-Warner check valves on an as-
needed basis.

,

The inspector questioned plant operators on the hot auxiliary feedwater system L
piping and found that they were aware of the condition and had been monitoring i
it closely. Operators were trending pipe temperatures, which were stable and .

below procedural action limits. Operators were knowledgeable of the
temperature limits and required compensatory actions. Operators understood
the importance of monitoring pipe temperatures and were knowledgeable of the ,

potential for auxiliary feedwater system steam voiding and containment
penetration overheating. The system engineer indicated that he had been

.

monitoring pipe temperatures by touch and performing ultrasonic exams on !auxiliary feedwater piping weekly.

The inspector concluded that operators were knowledgeable of the design and
procedural requirements of the auxiliary feedwater system and that they were ;
appropriately-trending auxiliary feedwater pipe temperature. The system i
engineer was knowledgeable of the auxiliary feedwater sy. stem deficiencies, was i
appropriately monitoring the condition of the hot auxiliary feedwater system

<

pipe, and understood the potential problems associated with auxiliary '

feedwater system backleakage. Licensee management was appropriately aware of
the condition of Valve 1-AF-0078, had ordered replacement parts, and was
considering valve replacement during the next refueling outage. The inspector
concluded that the Unit 1, Train A, auxiliary feedwater system was properly
aligned in its standby mode and that the overall material condition was good.

3.1.2 Unit 2 - Containment Valve Position Verification

The inspectors verified a selected portion of the primary containment
isolation lineup shortly after containment integrity was established following
the Unit 2 core reload. Procedure OPT-2188, Revision 3, " Containment
Penetration Non-Automatic Isolation Component (0RC [0utside Reactor
Containment]) Position Verification," ensures containment integrity by
verifying that penetrations that are required to be closed during accident

.

conditions, and are not capable of being closed by operable containment '

automatic isolation valves, are in their required positions. The inspectors
concluded that the selected valves were in the correct positions and
components were locked, when required.

3.1.3 General Observations
,

During plant tours, the inspectors observed that nonplant equipment was
generally stored properly, with a few minor exceptions. When the inspectors

| informed operations of improperly stored equipment, it was corrected.

| The inspectors attended shift turnover meetings during the inspection period
and noted that they were thorough. The proper information concerning the

!

- - . - _ . -
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status of plant systems was discussed during the meetings and appeared to be
understood by the oncoming shift. The inspectors noted that auxiliary
operators were involved during the shift turnover meetings and discussed their
duties and responsibilities for the shift. When questioned by the inspectors, '

operators were knowledgeable on the status of annunciators and understood the
cause of alarm conditions. Communication among the operations crews was good,
and repeat-backs were utilized. '

3.2 Unit 2 - Reactor Coolant S_ystem (RCS) Vacuum Fill

On March 30, Unit 2 was in Mode 5 with reactor vessel water level 49 to
50 inches above the flange (2 to 3 inches above midloop level). The
inspectors walked down the control room panels and verified that both residual
heat removal pumps were operable with one of the pumps in the shutdown cooling
mode. Also, the inspectors verified that a boron injection flow path was
maintained as required by Technical Specifications, and the appropriate amount
of borated water was available.

On March 30, the inspectors observed the operators initiate a vacuum fill
process in accordance with Procedure SOP-112B, Revision 0, " Vacuum Fill and
Vent of the RCS." The licensee monitored reactor vessel level using the wide-
range reactor vessel level instrument and an ultrasonic probe. The ultrasonic
probe was installed because of the recognized potential for losing vessel
level indication during the vacuum fill process.

During the vacuum fill evolution, normal reactor vessel level indication was
l o s t'. Operators immediately suspended the vacuum fill to determine the cause ,

I

of the loss of reactor vessel level indication. Based on the ultrasonic
probe, reactor vessel level remained stable at 49 inches above the upper core

,

|

plate. 'The licensee placed the standby tygon tube level indication in service
to provide another means of directly monitoring reactor vessel level. The
tygon tube level indication correlated well with the ultrasonic level
indication.

)

The licensee's investigation revealed that vent valves for the midloop level
transmitters were open, which caused the erratic indication. The inspector
concluded that the troubleshooting to determine the cause of the loss of
normal indication and the effort to restore the indication was good. The
inspector planned further review of the configuration controls which resulted
in the incorrectly positioned vent valves. The configuration management issue
is unresolved and will be tracked as Unresolved Item 446/9606-01.

3.3 Unit 1 - Pressure Boundary Leak

( 3.3.1 Technical Specification 3.0.3 !

. On April 10, the licensee discovered a leaking weld on a Unit I common safety |1 injection header. The inspectors attended a licensee meeting during which
1 several evaluations which had been in progress since the discovery of the weld
1 crack were discussed. The inspectors noted that the purpose of the meeting

I
:

1

!

!
|

__
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was to decide if the operability of the safety injection system was affected
and.whether the crack could be repaired. The inspector noted that the
licensee evaluated the radiological impact of leaving the weld in service and

,

that the licensee concluded that, as long as the cracked weld remained in l

service, they may not satisfy the Title 10 of the Code:of Federal Regulations,
Part 100, limits prescribed for the site boundary following a design basis
accident. The inspector also noted that the licensee referred to NRC Generic

i

Letter 91-18, " Resolution of Degraded and Non-Conforming Conditions and 1

Operability," and used that guidance as an aid to assist in the operability !

! decision. The licensee declared the weld and both trains of safety injection |
inoperable, i

|- The licensee entered Technical Specification 3.0.3 which required the unit to
| begin shutting down within I hour and be in hot standby within the following
i -6 hours. The inspectors observed the subsequent downpower and noted that, in

order to meet the action statement, the licensee was quickly reducing load. |

The inspector noted that licensee management took actions to reduce a

distractions from the crew. During the downpower, the inspector observed the 1

unit supervisor to be closely following procedures and directing the ;

I evolution. The inspector observed operators pay close attention to the
control panels and practice good communications.

,

3.3.2 Risk Assessment and Decision Making Process

The inspector noted considerable management involvement and engineering review
in the decision to declare the safety injection system inoperable and enter
the action requirements of Technical Specification.3.0.3. The inspectors
reviewed the licensee's operability process and the role of the shift manager
in declaring the safety injection system inoperable. The shift manager
appropriately involved station engineers in evaluating the impact of the
cracked weld. The inspectors noted that the technical and regulatory aspects j

. of the cracked weld issue were complex and concluded that the degree of 1

management involvement in the decision to declare the safety injection system |
inoperable was appropriate. )

The licensee initiated weld repairs in Mode 1 while shutting down the plant.
The licensee tagged out safety injection, repaired the cracked weld, and

1restored safety injection with the unit at approximately 10 percent power.
|

The inspectors noted that the licensee's decision to tag out both trains of
safety injection during power operation was allowed by Technical
Specifications because the safety injection system'was already declared
inoperable. Nevertheless, the inspectors were concerned about the risk
involved in tagging out safety injection at power. The inspectors evaluated
how licensee management decided to perform the repairs during power operation

l' and found that the risk associated with tagging out both trains of safety
injection was evaluated qualitatively. Quantitative analysis of the risk4

| associated with the weld repair performed after the repairs were completed
?

I
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supported the licensee's decision. The inspectors noted that the quantitative
results were highly affected by tne short duration of the repairs and the low
probability of a loss of coolant accident.

'

3.3.3 Conclusions

The inspectors noted that the licensee meeting to determine operability and
weld repairs was represented by all departments. The inspectors concluded

| that the licensee's decision to enter Technical Specification 3.0.3 va
| appropriate. The inspectors concluded that the downpower was a well

controlled evolution and that the decision to perform the safety injection
system repairs while still in Mode 1 during the downpower was allowed by plant
Technical Specifications.

The degree of management involvement, in the decision to perform the safety
injection system repairs while in Mode 1, was appropriate. The inspectors
noted that the risk associated with tagging out both trains of safety

| injection was qualitatively considered, which appeared appropriate for the
circumstances.

4 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726)
|

The inspectors reviewed the effectiveness of surveillance activities by direct
observation. No problems were identified.

Unit 2 - Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Overspeed Test*

Unit 2 - Postwork test on Valve 1120, which is a motor-operated valve*

between the refueling water storage tank and the charging pump suction

Unit 2 - Postwork test on Residual Heat Removal Pump 2-01*

5 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)
|

To ensure safe operation of the plant and plant equipment, the inspectors
conducted a review of the licensee's safety-significant maintenance
activities. The maintenance observed during the report period is listed below
and the significant inspector observations follow.

Unit 2 - Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 motor removal in accordance with Work*

Order 1-95-099816-00

| Unit 2 - Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 motor replacc:r.cric in accordance with*

Work Order 1-96-099733-00

Unit 2 - Corrective Maintenance on Residual Heat Removal Pump 2-02 in*

accordance with Work Order 1-96-099693-00 due to oil laak from bearing
housing
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Unit 2 - Corrective Maintenance on Feedwater Isolation Valve 2-HV-2136*

due to body-to-bonnet leak

Unit 2 - Corrective Maintenance on Centrifugal Charging Pump 2-02 due to*

an excessive oil leak on the bearing housing

Unit 2 - Corrective Maintenance on refueling water storage tank to*

charging pump suction Valve 1120 to troubleshoot and repair the cause of
the failure of the motor actuator

i

! ' Unit 1 - Corrective maintenance on Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1-02 service*

water suction cross-connection valve in accordance with Work Order 4-95-
087430-00

5.1 Unit 2 - Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 Removal

On April 11, Unit 2 was in Mode 4 making preparations for entering Mode 3 when
| Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 tripped on overcurrent. The licensee's initial.

troubleshooting found that the Reactor Coolant. Pump 2-01 motor Phase A'

windings were shorted to ground. Also, boroscope inspections on the motor
revealed damage to the stator. There were black spots and drops of melted
copper on the motor. The licensee stated that metal fragments in the
insulation, that may have been present since construction, caused the short

I circuit. The licensee held a meeting to discuss the problems associated with
! the motor and decided to replace the motor.

On April 24, the inspectors attended the licensee's prejob brief for removal !

| of the motor. The licensee discussed the applicable procedure and the !

appropriate use of crane hand signals, identified the job foreman, and!-

reviewed radiological protection requirements. The inspectors noted that the !
discussion was open and thorough.

|

The inspectors observed the motor removal evolution at the containment
building 905 foot level. Two crane operators rode a platform from the
905 foot level down to the top of the reactor' coolant pump motor on the
860 foot level. The platform was supported by the polar crane through an
electrical hoist. One of the two workers operated the electrical hoist with
hand controls located around his' waist. A review of the licensee's control of

,

heavy loads is discussed in Section 6.5.'

The motor removal path was from the reactor coolant system loop room on the
860 foot level, vertically up through the cubicle, to the 905 foot level in
containment. The reactor coolant system loop room contained Reactor Coolant
Pump 2-01 and Steam Generator 2-01 and was a posted contamination area. Both
worker: were dressed in full protective clothing.

,

During the motor lift, the inspectors observed the crane operators touch the-'

,

! walls and ductwork, which were potentially contaminated. When the platform
i reached the 905 foot level, one of the crane operators handed the electrical
!
:

i

_ _ . _ ._ _ ,__ ,, . -, , , . . _
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hoist controls to an individual with a bare hand located outside of the
contaminated area without first contacting a radiation protection technician. !

Then, the crane operators crossed the railing and removed their protective !

clothing while standing on a nylon pad. As they removed their protective |clothing, other individuals walked on the same nylon pad without protective
clothing. The nylon pad was.not roped off and was not posted. The inspectors ;

contacted a radiation protection technician and questioned whether or not the !electrical hoist controls were required to be surveyed before handing them to :a barehanded individual. The radiation protection technician stated that the !

crane operators were wee. ring full proteciave clothing due to the potential ;
contamination on the walls and ductwork in the reactor coolant pump cubicle ;

and that the operators never actually stepped into the contaminated area !
established around the base of the pump. As precautionary measures, the '

technicians surveyed the electrical hoist controls and the nylon pad and !determined that they were not contaminated. i

Technical Specification 6.11.1 states that procedures for personnel radiation ;
protection shall be prepared consistent with the requirements of i

10 CFR Part 20 and shall be approved,-maintained, and adhered to for all ;

operations involving personnel radiation exposure. Procedure STA-656, !
" Radiological Work Control," Revision 7, dated October 18, 1995, Section 5.4, )
stated, in part, that radiation workers were responsible for following the |appropriate radiation work permit. The removal, repair, and replacement of i

Reactor Coolant Pump Motor 2-01 was an operation that involved personnel
radiation exposure, and Radiation Work Permit 96002401 was the appropriate
radiation work permit for the operation. !

The inspectors reviewed Radiation Work Permit 96002401 for the motor i
replacement and noted that Special Instruction 12 of the radiation' work permit !
required workers to contact radiological protection prior to removing !

equipment from a contaminated area. The inspectors noted that the reactor !
coolant system loop room was posted as a contaminated area. ;

!

While the workers did not spread contamination to uncontaminated areas by not j
contacting radiological protection, the inspectors concluded that maintenance i

Ipersonnel did.not follow the radiological protection requirements as required
by Technical . Specification 6.11.1. This failure to follow radiological I
protection requirements is one example of Violation 446/9606-02. Reference !
Section 7.1 for a description of two other examples.

5.2 Unit 2 - Conoseal Repair

On April 25, with the plant in Mode 5, the licensee identified a small leak
from two of the four instrument columns on the reactor head and subsequently
wrote Operation, Notification, and Evaluation Form 96-0559. The licensee
decided to repair the leaking instrument columns. The repair involved
rebuilding the instrument columns using new conoseals.

i.
The insper' ors observed contractors repair the leaking conoseals and noted
that M contractors were knowledgeable of the component design and of the

!
!

i
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disassembly / reassembly process. The inspectors noted that the contractors
were performing much of the work in a lower radiation field using appropriate
practices as required by the radiation work permit. The inspectors used a
portable survey meter and concluded that the work area was appropriately
surveyed and that workers were knowledgeable of the general dose rates in the

While in the radiologically controlled area, the inspectors noted thatarea.
the highest dose rate observed on the inspector's personnel ratemeter was
approximately 70 millirem / hour, which correlated well to the electronic
dosimeter highest recorded value of 69 millirem.

The inspectors evaluated the conoseals which were removed and found several
scratches and one notable deformation, all of which could have been the cause
of the leaks. The inspectors asked an engineering supervisor if they were
planning a failure analysis and found that none was planned beyond that of the
need to perform careful maintenance. The licensee later determined that a
potential generic problem may exist with the conoseals. The inspector's
continued review of the potential generic aspects of the conoseal defect will
be tracked as Inspection Followup Item 446/9606-03.

6 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)

6.1 Nuclear Steam Supply and Emergency Core Cooling System Health Meeting

On April 24, the inspector attended a portion of the system health meeting for
the nuclear steam supply system and the emergency core cooling system. The
system health process had been recently implemented by the licensee as a
method to improve system performance. The team for these systems included a
diverse collection of members from many disciplines, including operations,
engineering, and maintenance departments.

The purpose of the team was to produce a system health status report to
provide an effective tool that system engineers and all levels of management
could use to focus attention and resources on systems that inadequately met

,

performance goals. Licensee personnel determined that each system or area
within a system would be color-coded in the report to indicate its
performance. Green would indicate excellent performance, white would indicate
acceptable performance, yellow would indicate performance that needed
improvement, and red would indicate that performance was not acceptable. The
reports would also indicate whether performance was improving, neutral, or
degrading.

The inspector determined that licensee personnel were effectively focused. 1

Operations and engineering personnel discussed longstanding work-arounds and Idesign deficiencies. The task team also discussed system modifications to !

|
resolve the deficiencies,

l

The inspector concluded that the system health process appeared to be a I

comprehensive and useful tool for the licensee. Since the process had only
been recently implemented, no objective evidence was available to evaluate the
effectiveness of the process. |
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6.2 Unit 2 - Safety Injection Pump 2-02

Postreplacement testing of the Unit 2, Train B, safety injection pump during i
the Unit 2 refueling outage revealed that the new pump curves exceeded the '

maximum safety injection pump head design limit specified in Westinghouse
Analysis WPT-15211, " Maximum Charging and SI [ Safety Injection] Pump
Performance," dated August 5, 1993. The licensee concluded that the deviation
from the maximum head limit must be resolved prior to declaring the pump )operable. The licensee performed an interim technical evaluation to determine 1
operability. The inspector's review was limited to this evaluation.

Licensee personnel determined that, by using some of the margin available from
the original charging pump calculations, the new safety injection pump was

|acceptable. The calculation found that the combined charging pump / safety '

l injection pump flow was bounded by Analysis WPT-15211. The inspector noted
that the evaluation appropriately included instrument inaccuracies in a manner
which would increase the measured pump head. The flow coefficient for each
orifice was obtained from actual plant test data and new revised flow rates
were calculated using an orifice flow uncertainty of 1.01.

In Technical Evaluation 96-391, the licensee concluded that the new safety
| injection pump was operable based on the following: (1) the pump operated
j within the vendor performance curves; (2) the pump vibration data was well
| below the 1989 American Society of Mechanical Engineers Section XI Code;
| (3) the pump curves met the minimum specified in the plant design basis; and
| (4) the reevaluated impact of the performance of the new pump combined with
! the Train B charging pump met the emergency core cooling system flow criteria

in the Analysis WPT-15211.
|

| The inspector concluded that the interim engineering evaluation was complete,
| concise, and used conservative assumptions.

| 6.3 Digital Main Feedwater Pump Control Design Modification 96-001
i

( The inspectors reviewed the licensee's postinstallation testing and
electromagnetic field and radiofrequency interference evaluation for Designt

| Modification 96-01. The new digital main feedwater pump control system
consists of three independent central processing units, each monitoring pump
control and safety parameters. The three units compare these signals and

| derive signals to control both main feedwater pumps.
|

| 6.3.1 Independent Design Verification ;

i The inspector noted that the licensee performed a review of the digital main
| feedwater pump control system susceptibility to electromagnetic field and

radio-frequency interference (EMF /RFI). The inspector found the test report
well c w >ructed and concise. The licensee found that the original, vendor
supplied, EMF /RFI test report (originally conducted for European needs) did
not meet Electric Power Research Institute guidelines in that the frequency
range from 14kHz to 80MHz was not tested. The licensee took field

|
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l

measurements and provided the site-specific EMF /RFI data to an independent ,

reviewer who tested the equipment in the frequency range of 10kHz to 80MHz and j
found it acceptable. The inspector concluded that the licensee's decision to '

conduct site-specific EMF /RFI testing was appropriate and the decision to use i

an independent reviewer was good. )
'6.3.2 Startup Test Plan

The postinstallation test plan was well thought out and coordinated, clearly i
specifying the necessary pre- and poststartup testing. The inspector reviewed i

the test plan to evaluate if the new design was being adequately verified.
The inspector found that the test plan evaluated the functionality of all '

control and trip functions.

However, during poststartup testing, the licensee found that they could not
perform the overspeed trip surveillance. Operation, Notification, and
Evaluation Form 96-618 was written and, after troubleshooting, the licensee :

found two problems with the design of the test circuit. The first problem !
'involved having the wrong logic on the test permissive relay. The licensee

found that the relay logic only allowed the test if pump speed was greater i

than rather than less than the high speed stop value. The licensee corrected |
the test permissive relay problem and then found that, once the surveillance ,<

'

| was completed, they could not reset the test circuit. The licensee found that
the design modification failed to install a permanent jumper to the local test
reset button. ;

1

The inspector questioned the system engineer and engineering management and L

concluded that each problem with the test circuit could have been identified
i prior to placing the pump in service. For example, while performing the pre- ,

| startup testing, vendor personnel did not recognize that an improper input was -

i needed to successfully complete the overspeed trip test. Additionally, the
postinstallation test did not specify that the local reset function should be ,

tested.
|

| 6.3.3 Conclusions )
'

l
| The inspector concluded that the licensee's corrective actions were '

| appropriate. The inspectors found that the licensee's design modification and '

Ipostinstallation test plan was thorough, with one exception. During
postinstallation testing, the inspectors also found that licensee personnel
successfully identified and corrected design problems associated with the
overspeed test circuit. Additionally, the inspector noted that the test :

circuit failures did not affect the main feedwater pumps ability to overspeed i

trip at any time. |
|

6.4 Control of Heavy Loads

; On April 11, 1996, the NRC issued Bulletin 96-02, " Movement of Heavy Loads .)
over Spent Fuel, over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or over Safety-Related

: Equipment." Since the licensee planned to replace a reactor coolant pump
t

,

|

. _ -- - _ . - -
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|

!

motor in Unit 2 on April 24, the licensee briefed the inspectors on their
initial findings regarding the bulletin. The licensee stated that there were

- approximately 150 requirements or commitments concerning the rigging of loads
(Final Safety Analysis Report, Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
American National Standards Institute and other documents). The licensee
stated that they had reviewed a 20 percent sample of these commitments and

:
veoified that they had been incorporated into their procedures. Additionally, !
tha licensee stated that they had verified that all reactor coolant pump motor
movement commitments had been incorporated into the procedure to remove and !

rerlact the motor. Finally, the licensee stated that they had reviewed the !
pat h for the movement of the motor and verified that the path was not over i

| spilt fuel. The inspector noted that the licensee intended to move the motor
| while 'n Mode 5 and concluded that the licensee had appropriately reviewed the

ibul!etin and that the licensee's procedures were adequate.
,

6.5 Unit 1 - Rod Drop Test Review I

l i

L The inspectors reviewed the results of rod drop testing performed following ithe manual reactor trip on April 11. The Westinghouse Owner's Group had !
requested the rod drop test data due to problems encountered during recent
events at other utilities in which the control rods failed to completely .'

!

' insert. In addition, NRC Bulletin 96-01, " Control Rod Insertion Problems," |dated March 8,1996, requested that licensees measure and evaluate the control i
rod drop times and rod recoil data for all control rods at each outage (of '

sufficient duration) during 1996.

The inspectors reviewed the data and determined that the rod drop times were !
all within the Technical Specification limit of 2.4 seconds. The data also ;

revealed that each rod drop had a minimum of two recoils. The inspectors i
i discussed the test results with reactor engineering and concluded that reactor
| engineering performed a thorough review of the rod drop times. |

6.6 Heater Drain Study |
! i

The inspector reviewed Engineering Report ER-ME-101, " Heater Drain Study," |
'

dated February 19, 1996. The licensee had conducted the study to improve j
heater drain system performance. Since initial operation of the plant, the '

heater drain system had experienced a number of transient events which have
i

resulted in runbacks, trips, and damage to insulation and pipe hangers. !

| The' operations priority work list noted that the heater drain system was
i difficult to control during secondary plant transients. The control problems

have caused runbacks and plant trips initiated by slight changes in flows or i

pressures and if the heater drain tank pressures change. The resulting heater
drain tank-level change can cause a loss of forward flow from the heater drain
system. In NRC Inspection Report 50-445/95-28; 50-446/95-28, the inspectors '

,

| observed waterhammers in the heater drain system during a plant startup. The
,

; inspectors documented in NRC Inspection Reports 50-445/96-01; 50-446/96-01 and t

4 ,

i i
I

'

>

.
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50-445/96-04; 50-446/96-04, heater drain system transients which resulted in a
loss of forward flow and subsequently caused two turbine runbacks and an
overpower situation.

The licensee's report recommended modifying the heater drain system to use
only one heater drain tank, rather than the current two tank design. Licensee
management stated that this option was the most likely to be implemented.

The inspector found the engineering report to be a thorough and accurate
evaluation of the current plant heater drain system which provided well
thought out alternatives to management.

6.7 Dielectric Flange Inserts

During a review of Operation, Notification, and Evaluation Forms, the
inspector noted that the licensee had identified a potential generic issue
associated with the use of plastic flange inserts, which are designed to
prevent corrosion between two dissimilar metal flanges. The plastic flange
inserts could soften under high heat applications. The resultant loss of
preload on the flange bolts could result in a flange leak. The licensee
identified the issue when a Unit 2 pressurizer steam space sample line
developed a flange leak when the plastic inserts softened and the flange bolts
lost their preload. Upon identification of the flange leak, the operations
department appropriately requested an engineering review of the potential !
generic implications of plastic inserts in containment penetrations. |

!

Licensee personnel performed a drawing review and walkdowns to identify and
remove the plastic inserts which were installed in high temperature
containment isolation applications on both units. As part of their drawing |
review, the licensee found two inserts installed at the site which could |
potentially affect containment isolation. One kit was on the Unit 2 ;
pressurizer steam space sample line and had been removed as part of the flange i

leak repair. The other application was found on a system drawing but was not
installed in the plant. In addition, the licensee walked down all flanged
containment isolation valves. The walkdown identified a Unit I containment
penetration relief valve flange with the plastic inserts installed. The
licensee reviewed the use of this kit and found it acceptable based on the
expected operating temperature. Nevertheless, it was not needed, so a work
order was written to remove it. Drawing and master equipment list updates
were planned. The licensee concluded that the misuse of the plastic inserts
in containment isolation applications was isolated and was corrected.

The engineers also either identified and removed, or evaluated as acceptable,
plastic inserts installed in other Unit 2 applications. They similarly
addressed Unit I applications outside containment. The inspector questioned

| engineering on the potential for plastic inserts on other Unit 1 dissimilar
flange configurations inside containment. The system engineer indicated thati

I they planned to walk down the susceptible Unit 1 flanges inside containment at
their earliest opportunity.
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The inspector noted that engineers identified the presence of plastic inserts
on the Unit 2 reactor coolant pump thermal barrier heat exchanger component '

cooling water return piping relief valve flanges. The inspector discussed a ;

concern about the potential operational impact on Unit 1 if the plant ;
experienced a thermal barrier heat exchanger leak. Particularly, the
inspector was concerned about the potential reactor coolant leak inside
containment which could occur following a reactor coolant pump thermal barrier ,

:heat exchanger leak and subsequent overheating of the plastic inserts. '

| I
| During the Unit I shutdown following the April 11 manual trip, engineers and '

mechanics walked down a number of Unit I systems inside containment, including
the component cooling water system. The licensee stated that all flanged |

,

connections where inserts could have been used in a high temperature i

application were either visually inspected and found to be free of plastic
! inserts or a work order was written to remove the insulation and the inserts, '

if found.
;

Licensee personnel evaluated concerns related to operating with the plastic
| inserts installed, until the Unit I work orders could be implemented. On a i,

sampling basis, the inspector reviewed Technical Evaluations 96-171 and
{96-424, which were written by the licensee to address the inspector's concern
,

about the potential for a reactor coolant leak which could develop from a '

thermal barrier heat exchanger leak. The licensee determined that the reactor
| coolant pump thermal barrier heat exchanger component cooling water flex hose

flanges had plastic inserts which were not rated for the temperatures which
,

-

could potentially occur if the thermal barrier heat exchanger developed a !leak. The licensee concluded that, in the unlikely event that a thermal ;

barrier heat exchanger leak were to occur, the potential reactor coolant leak |
,

'

via this path would be bounded by the plant small break loss of coolant
accident analysis.

The inspectors reviewed the corrective actions associated with design
documentation, piping specifications, and work planning. Design changes were
incorporated to specify temperature limits on the inserts and to remove inserti

requirements when they were not needed. The inspector concluded that these
design changes were appropriate. The inspector independently verified the
administrative controls by noting that the Unit 2 reactor coolant pump motor
replacement work package did not install plastic inserts.

6.7.1 Conclusions
.

| The inspector concluded: (1) the operations department request to review the
generic aspects of the inserts demonstrated a good questioning attitude; '

| (2) the system walkdowns were performed in a timely and appropriate manner;
j and (3) corrective actions to prevent the wrong insert types from being put in
! the plant in the future were effective. The design misapplication of the
: plastic inserts in high temperature applications is unresolved and will be
| tracked as Unresolved Item 445/9606-04; 446/9606-04.
. I
I

!

!
!

| -

_. . . ..
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7 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)

'
The inspectors observed licensee activities in the areas of plant security and
radiological protection to ascertain whether the licensee took appropriate
measures to protect the plant, its staff, and the public.

7.1 Unit 2 - Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 Replacement

On April 29, the inspector observed on one of the outage control center video
monitors that several personnel working on the Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 motor
were wearing protective hoods with the flaps folded back rather than around
the front of the neck as they are normally worn.

Later that day, prior to touring containment, the inspector questioned the
radiation protection technician assigned to the Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01
motor work about the practice of wearing protective hoods with the flaps
folded back. The radiation protection technician stated that he had not given
permission for any of the workers to deviate from their radiation work permit
requirements.

During a tour of the Unit 2 reactor coolant system Loops 1 and 4 room (loop
room), a posted contamination area inside the containment buiiding, the
inspector observed an electrician performing maintenance on Reactor Coolant
Pump 2-01 barehanded and with his protective hood flaps folded back. The
electrician was in the process of reattaching electrical leads for the reactor
coolant pump lift oil pump motor in accordance with Work Order 1-96-099733-00
and Radiation Work Permit 96002401. The inspector also observed two other
individuals in the loop room with their hood flaps folded back. The inspector
was concerned that the electrician and other maintenance personnel were not
following their radiation work permit which specified a complete set of
protective clothing.

The inspector asked the electrician why he was performing work barehanded.
The electrician stated that he was trying to reattach the lift oil pump leads,

! and that he couldn't do it (perform the task) with his gloves on, so he took
them off. The inspector asked and the electrician verified that he was aware
of the radiation work permit requirements.

!

| The inspector accompanied the electrician to the edge of the contamination
area boundary (still within the contamination area) and asked if he had
obtained permission from the radiation protection technician to perform the '

. work barehanded. He replied that he had not. The inspector informed the
i electrician of the requirement to obtain radiation protection department i

! permission prior to deviating from the radiation work permit requirements.
! The inspector asked a helper to notify a radiation protection technician.

The radiation protection technician arrived and instructed the electrician to
remain stationary and then removed the electrician's protective clothing to
determine whether he was contaminated. The licensee informed the inspector
later that the electrician was not contaminated. After exiting the

|

!
_ _ _ - - _ _
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!

L radiologically controlled area, the inspector was told by the lead technician
i that they had a similar problem the day before. {

,

'

,

On April 29, the inspector met with the electrical maintenance manager and the }
radiation protection manager to discuss the observations. After the inspector
discussed his observations with both the managers, the managers stopped all i

| work on the Reactor Coolant Pump 2-01 motor and met with the workers to !
' reemphasize the need for radiation work permit adherence.

,

! :
On May 7, the inspector met with the maintenance overview supervisor and he |stated that one of his quality control staff had observed the same electrician ,

working barehanded the day before the inspector's observation (Sunday, |Apr.il 28). '

| On May 8, the inspector met with the electrical maintenance, radiation !

protection, and nuclear overview managers to discuss the incident. The ,

electrical maintenance manager indicated that they had stopped the motor work, !
reemphasized the need for radiation workers to follow radiation work permit '

requirements, and interviewed the electrician. The electrical maintenance
manager indicated that the worker was counseled on the need to fallow
radiation work permit requirwents. The nuclear overview manager indicated i
that his expectations on how to handle in-plant observations made by the !

! quality control inspectors were reemphasized to all quality control inspectors |
| and that he made it clear to all his staff that it was unacceptable to watch a ~

violation and do nothing about it. The radiation protection manager discussed
the need to make radiation workers individually responsible for meeting their I

radiation work permit requirements and to obtain radiation protection |
assistance when needed.

Technical Specification 6.11.1 states that procedures for personnel radiation
protection shall be prepared consistent with the requirements of
10 CFR Part 20 and shall be approved, maintained, and adhered to for all
operations involving personnel radiation exposure. Procedure STA-656,
" Radiological Work Control," Revision 7, dated October 18, 1995, Section 5.4,
stated, in part,. that radiation workers were responsible for following the
appropriate radiation work permit. The removal, repair, and replacement of

| Reactor Coolant Pump Motor 2-01 was an operation that involved personnel
radiation exposure, and Radiation Work Permit 96002401 was the appropriate

'

radiation work permit for the operation. Special Instruction 13 of the
radiation work permit stated that the protective clothing listed is the
minimum required to enter a posted contamination area, unless otherwise
approved by the lead technician. Further,-the radiation work permit listed
rubber gloves and a cloth hood in the minimum protective clothing required
section. The inspectors concluded that the licensee's failure to follow

: Radiation Work Permit 96002401 as described above were two examples of
j Violation 446/9606-02.
I

!
-

i i
'

i
. -~ _ - - - _ _ , __ _ ._.
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7.2 Use of Locks, Posting, and Labeling

I
| During plant tours the inspectors noted that physical locking requirements

were met. Equipment, radiological areas, and noticas to workers were posted
in accordance with the regulatory requirements.

t

7.3 Sampling and Chemistry

1

The inspectors noted that the Unit 2 reactor coolant activity levels had |
| decreased as expected because licensee personnel had removed a leaking fuel j

assembly during the refueling outage.
..

7.4 Physical Security
|

Protected area and vital area barriers were maintained effectively.
Illumination levels and the use of temporary lighting under temporary
equipment was appropriate. The inspectors noted that isolation zones were
kept free of objects, were clearly marked, and were adequately monitored. The
inspectors also noted that personnel access controls were in accordance with
procedural requirements.

7.5 Fire Protection

The inspectors noted that the use of transient combustible and fire door
permits were appropriate.

8 FOLLOWUP - MAINTENANCE (92902)

8.1 (Closed) Inspection Followup Item 445/9602-04: Feedwater Isolation
Valve 1-HV-2135

During the January 17 Unit I reactor trip, a control room operator observed
that Feedwater Isolation Valve 1-HV-2135 to Steam Generator 1-02 appeared to
be in its intermediate position longer than expected. The operator took
manual control and closed the valve. No plant computer data were available to
determine actual closure time on Valve 1-HV-2135.

Valve 1-HV-2135 again closed slowly during the January 22 Unit I trip. Plant
computer data indicated that the closure time of Valve 1-HV-2135 was
38 seconds, which was not within the 5-second Technical Specification time
limit.

8.1.1 Inadequate Postwork Test Requirements

Following the January 17 trip, the licensee replaced the Train B nitrogen
| solenoid valve on Valve 1-HV-2135. Licensee personnel performed a dual train

stroke time test in accordance with Procedure OPT-511, "FW [feedwater];

; Section XI Isolation Valves," Revision 6, to satisfy the postwork testing
requirements that were specified on the work order. The valve closed
satisfactorily within the 5-second Technical Specifications time limit.
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After the second slow closure event on January 22, the licensee determined
that-the postwork test performed on Valve 1-HV-2135, after replacement of the

,
Train B nitrogen solenoid valve, was inadequate. The postwork test was

| performed in accordance with Procedure OPT-511, which energized both Trains A
and B solenoids in order to verify closure of the valve within the required
time. Since one train was capable of closing the valve within its required
time limit, the proper functioning of one train could mask any deficiencies in

i the train on which maintenance was performed. The licensee identified that ;

i the correct postwork test for operability should have been the train specific
response time' test in accordance with Procedure PPT-SI-9404B, "Feedwater
Isolation Valve Response Time Test, Train B," Revision 1. This licensee-
identified and corrected violation is being treated as a noncited violation,

,

consistent with Section V.II.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy.

The licensee performed a response time test on both trains of Valve 1-HV-2135
'

and on each of the other Unit I feedwater isolation valves. All test results
were satisfactory, with the exception of Train A on Valve 1-HV-2135.

8.1.2 Generic Implications
,

The inspectors reviewed Plant Incident Report 96-055, which included the root
cause determination and future corrective actions for the feedwater isolation . ,

'slow closure events.

Plant Incident Report 96-055 addressed future corrective actions for other
dual train valves with respect to revising the postwork test guide to clarify

i

that, when maintenance which could impact the time response of a train-related |

subcomponent is performed, a time response test for the train should also be |
performed. However, the inspectors noted that the plant incident report did
not address potential current operability issues on the other dual train
actuated valves in the plant. This concerned the inspectors because of the
identified deficiency in planner guidance related to postmaintenance. testing
of dual train actuated valves.

!

The licensee indicated that the other dual train valves had not been !

considered and agreed that they should be evaluated. The licensee's review of j
dual train valve maintenance revealed 52 work orders where maintenance was !

performed on a single train subcomponent. The licensee found that, for each
single train maintenance activity, a corresponding single train test had been
performed prior to the plant starting up. No additional examples of. valves

,

which had not been tested properly were identified. !

The inspectors found that the licensee did not initially perform a
sufficiently detailed review to conclude that a process deficiency associated
with postwork testing of dual train actuated valves on both units did not
affect the operability of valves other than the feedwater isolation valves.
However, based on the results of the subsequent licensee reviews, the
inspectors concluded that the corrective actions discussed in the plant
incident report were appropriate to prevent future problems.

_ _ _ _ ____.__ _. _ , . . .
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8.1.3 Feedwater Isolation Valve 1-HV-2135 Operability

The licensee replaced both trains of hydraulic and nitrogen valves on |

Valve 1-HV-2135. The postwork test verified the operability of each
individual train of the feedwater isolation valve. The licensee found that
the Train A hydraulic solenoid for Valve 1-HV-2135 had a small metal fragment
between the fluid filter screens. The licensee concluded that the fragment
was of sufficient size to cause a decrease in hydraulic fluid flow, which
resulted in an intermittent slower valve closure time.' The licensee
conservatively assumed the metal fragment was present in the hydraulic
solenoid valve, since it was installed in November 1993.

The -licensee evaluated the significance of the potential for intermittent main
feedwater isolation valve hydraulic solenoid failure and concluded that there
would be no adverse public health and safety consequences. The inspectors
found that the licensee's evaluation used conservative assumptions and agreed

*

with their conclusions.

8.2 (Closed) Violation 445/9504-01: No Firewatch/No Limiting Condition for
Operation Initiated

The violation involved the licensee's failure to have a firewatch present
during a welding activity. The inspectors verified that the corrective
actions described in the licensee's response letter dated June 12, 1995, were
acceptable and complete.

9 ONSITE FOLLGWUP OF WRITTEN REPORTS OF NONROUTINE EVENTS AT POWER REACTOR
FACILITIES (92700)

9.1 (Closed) Licensee Event Report (LER) 445/95-006: Samples Required by the
Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Were Not Taken on Laundry Facility Tank

This LER was a minor issue and was closed.

9.2 . Closed) LER 445/96-001: Reactor Trip and Safety Injection Due to low(
Main Steam Line Pressure Safety Injection Signal

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions associated with the
failed inverter and inadequate operating procedures in NRC Inspection Reports

'

50-445/9601; 50-446/9601 and 50-445/9604; 50-446/9604. No new issues were
revealed by the LER.

9.3 (Closed) LER 445/96-002: Loss of Main Feedwater Flow Due to Feedwater
Isolation Valves Closing Resulted in a Manual Reactor Trip

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions associated with the
manual reactor trip and rod control system malfunction in Section 8.1 of this
report. No new issues were revealed by the LER.

- _ _ _ _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _
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:

f 9.4 (Closed) LER 445/96-006: Manual Reactor Trip Initiated Due to a Rod
Control System Malfunction

| The inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions associated with the
| manual reactor trip and rod control system malfunction in Section 2 of this ;

| report. No new issues were revealed by the LER.

9.5 (Closed) LER 446/96-004: Openina a Fuse Drawer Caused a Blackout '

Seauencer Actuation

lThe inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions associated with the
inadvertent blackout sequencer actuation in NRC Inspection Report 50-445/96- |04; 50-446/96-04. No new issues were revealed by the LER.

10 REVIEW 0F UPDATED FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT (UFSAR) COMMITMENTS

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner contrary
| to the UFSAR description highlighted the need for special focused reviews that |

compare plant practices, procedures, and/or parameters to the UFSARL

| descriptions. While performing the inspections discussed in this report, the
; inspectors reviewed portions of the UFSAR that related to the areas inspected.
'

The inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was consistent with the
observed plant practices, procedures, and/or parameters.

|

!
|

|

I
< 1

!

1

I
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ATTACHMENT
,

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Licensee Personnel

Ayres, J. M., Plant Support Overview Manager
Barker, J. L., Mechanical Engineering Manager
Beerck, Senior Maintenance Analyst
Bhatty, 0., Regulatory Affairs
Bird, R. D., Jr., Nuclear Planning Manager
Blevins, M., Plant Manager, Nuclear Operations
Buschbaum, D., Technical Compliance Manager
Calder, R. D., Engineering Analysis Manager |Cooney, R. M., Assistant Plant Manager, Seabrook (INPO) j
Curtis, J. R., Radiation Protection Manager

jDavis, D.,. Manager, Nuclear Overview Department
Finneran, J. C., Civil Engineering Manager
Flores, R., System Engineering Manager ;

Grace, B., Safety Services Manager
iHarvey, S. E., Day Shift Manager, Operations

Kelley, J. J., Vice President, Nuclear Engineering and Support !

,

Marsh, T., Prompt Team Manager
. !Marvray, H. A.,. Maintenance Engineering Manager (Acting) |McAfee, D., Nuclear Overview '

Moore, D. R., Operations Manager i
Rickgauer, C. W., Maintenance Overview Manager ]Saunders, A., NSSS Supervisor, System Engineering
Smith, S., Work Control Manager, Nuclear Planning
'Sunseri, M. W., Nuclear Training Manager
Terry, C. L., Group Vice President, Nuclear Production j
Walling, D. L., Plant Mod Manager, Engineering

!Weary, C. S., Instrumentation and Control, Supervisor ;
'
,

The personnel listed above attended tha exit meeting. In addition to the
personnel listed above, the inspectors contacted other personnel during this
inspection period.

1.2 NRC Personnel

A. T. Gody, Jr., Senior Resident Inspector
H. A. Freeman, Resident Inspector
V.-L. Ordaz-Purkey, Resident Inspector

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on May 16, 1996. During this meeting, the I
inspectors-reviewed the scope.and findings of the report. The licensee
acknowledged the information presented at the exit meeting. The licensee did
not identify as " proprietary" any information provided to, or reviewed by, the i

inspectors. On June 18, 1996, the NRC reviewed the overall conclusions of the :
inspection report with the licensee. |

:
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